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ABSTRACT

Frequency-based analysis and comparisons of tip-tilt on-sky data registered with 6.5 Magellan Telescope Adaptive
Optics (MagAO) system on April and Oct 2014 was performed. Twelve tests are conducted under different
operation conditions in order to observe the influence of system instrumentation (such as fans, pumps and
louvers). Vibration peaks can be detected, power spectral densities (PSDs) are presented to reveal their presence.
Instrumentation-induced resonances, close-loop gain and future challenges in vibrations mitigation techniques
are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive optics (AO) is a technology that compensates in real-time optical aberrations caused by atmospheric
turbulence. Nowadays most of the large telescopes use this technology, one of these system is MagAO1 the
6.5m Magellan adaptive optics system. MagAO is the first adaptive secondary mirror based (ASM-based) AO
system in the southern hemisphere, providing great diffraction-limited visible (0.6 - 1.0 micron) images down to
20 mas.2 Despite these significant advances, other sources of perturbations still degrade the image quality, one
of the most relevant are mechanical vibrations. Analysis of tip-tilt on-sky data is necessary in order to recognize
the strongest vibrations components. Vibration peaks can be detected, power spectral densities (PSDs) are
presented to reveal their presence. The main idea is to obtain information about the source of the vibrations
and how this element(s) affect the tip and tilt modal amplitudes.

Instrumentation resonance and windshake noise is prejudicial for the performance of telescopes’ adaptive
optics systems. Thus, it is useful to analyze how the system’s instrumentation is affecting the measured data.
For this research, on-sky data taken with the MagAO system on October 31st, 2014 (FWHM of 0.8 [arcsec],
mean wind speed of 22 MPH) at the Clay Telescope in LCO is analyzed and compared with data registered on
April 17th, 2014. During this observing run, the system’s elements, such as fans and pumps, are activated or
deactivated in different configurations, collecting data from both the VisAO science camera and the waveform
sensor (WFS).

The vibrations should be mitigated thanks to mechanical actions, but is highly desirable to develop new
methods for measuring vibration in real time and also incorporate appropriate controllers in the adaptive optics
systems in order to compensate this disturbance. Instrumentation-induced resonances, close-loop gain and future
challenges in vibrations mitigation techniques are discussed.

(*) Corresponding author: sg.zunigaf@gmail.com
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2. WORK OVERVIEW

This work was conducted using closed-loop on-sky data taken during the observing runs of the University of
Arizona MagAO Team, the nights of April 17th and October 31st, 2014, at the Clay Telescope in LCO, in order
to study (under different operation conditions) the frequency-based information taken by sensors of the MagAO
system.3

• From the April 17th run, one set of CCD camera data and one set of WFS data is used, in order to compare
with the October data. These are “all-off” data, meaning only the necessary instrumentation is active.

• From the October 31th run, twelve pairs of CCD and WFS data are used. Each of these tests were held
under different operation conditions (“test”), analyzing the influence on the frequency data from sensors
of six elements within the system’s instrumentation. The condition of these six elements during the twelve
tests are described in Table 1. Between tests 4 and 5, the closed loop gain was re-optimized.

Since MagAO is able to obtain diffraction-limited visible (0.6 - 1.0 micron) images down to 20 mas,2 it is of
great interest to detect factors that may affect the system’s frequency response negatively. From each observation
run, a different set of data was obtained from:

1. The VisAO science: X and Y movement of brightest pixel from scientific image detected. CCD-47 image
position was measured at approx. 42 frames per second.

2. Waveform Sensor’s (WFS) modal amplitudes, sampling nominally every 3 frames with a loop speed of
989.609 Hz. Therefore, a sampling period of 0.0030315 sec (1/3 full loop speed) is obtained.

For each of the tests from the October data, and the set of measurements of the April data, Power Spectral
Densities (PSD) are obtained, which is described in Section 3. The research done based on these data-sets can
be classified in three main topics: comparing the “all-off” data from both observing runs, analyzing the effect of
the closed-loop gain re-optimization, and identifying resonance sources by comparing the October tests.

Test ID Windscreen visAO fans Baysides Louver Primary Pump Primary Fan

vib test 001 down on on open on on
vib test 002 down on on close on on
vib test 003 down on on close off on
vib test 004 down on on close off off
vib test 005 down on on close off off
vib test 006 down on on close off on
vib test 007 down on on close on on
vib test 008 down on on open on on
vib test 009 down off on close off off
vib test 010 down on off close off off
vib test 011 up on on close off off
vib test 012 down on on close off off

Table 1: Summary of vibrations test over different operating conditions taken in the night of Oct. 31st, 2014.
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3. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS METHOD

The CCD and WFS data available for each measurement set has around to minute length. To obtain the PSD
from each of them, the PSD is computed using the Welch method,4 cutting the data set into subset of 10 seconds,
windowed with rectangular window without overlapping.
In order to obtain the normalized PSDs from the WFS data, the PSDs from the CCD camera data is utilized.
Since it is possible to associate the scientific image’s pixel length with the telescope’s range in [mas], is it possible
to normalize the CCD data. Then, the WFS tip and tilt PSDs were normalized using PSDs from the CCD
camera data, reducing mean square error among both PSDs within the range of 15 to 21 Hz (lower frequencies
are ignored since they are subject to aliasing, see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Vibration PSDs measured in 1 kHz closed-loop on-sky. The PWFS tip/tilt PSDs (black) were
normalized to the CCD-47 PSDs (red) from 15 to 21 Hz.

4. COMPARISON BETWEEN APRIL 17TH AND OCT 31ST DATA

The data obtained from April 2014 and Oct 2014 were taken under different whether conditions. Better conditions
were observed at 2014A (seeing ≈ 0.6 arcsec and mean wind speed ≈ 18 MPH) than 2014B (seeing ≈ 0.8 arcsec
and mean wind speed ≈ 22 MPH). Given the PSDs plots obtained, it is possible to identify the main peaks
induced by vibrations. It is evident to see that, regardless the weather conditions, the main resonance peaks in
the PSDs match for each vibration test (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: PSDs comparison between data registered on April (black) and Oct (red) 2014. Main resonance peaks
are labeled. The estimated bandwidth is around 90 Hz.
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Main resonance peaks were labeled (Figure 2). It presumed that peaks at ∼20 Hz and ∼60 Hz are induced
by the telescope’s inherent resonances and elements subject to the electrical grid’s frequency respectively. Since
some resonance frequency are half the other, probably these peaks may be the result of aliasing (Figure 2). The
high frequency resonances (peaks at 120 - 140 Hz) on Oct 2014 data can be assumed to be produced by vain
ends/top ends high frequency vibrations given by the high tension over these structures. Finally, analyzing the
frequency response of the close-loop data, the estimated bandwidth is around 90 Hz (Figure 2).

5. CLOSED LOOP GAIN

Comparison between vib test 01 and vib test 08 (see Table 1). The re-optimized gain PSD has better response
in lower frequencies. It is presumed that the re-optimized gain produces a more gradual actuation which results
in a better response at low frequencies (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 3: Comparison between previous (black) and re-optimized (red) close loop gain registered on Oct 2014.

A new frequency component can be seen around 10 Hz on the re-optimized close loop gain PSD (see Fig. 3).
The re-optimized gain measurements was performed in a strong wind conditions (24 -25 MPH), therefore it can
be assumed this new frequency component corresponds to wind-induced resonance.

6. RESONANCE SOURCES IDENTIFICATION

The main purpose of this section is show, in general terms, a method that can be useful to recognize vibration
source in AO control. Since the WFS PSDs are normalized, it is possible to acquire numerical results of these
influences by integrating both PSDs (with the element active and inactive), and obtaining the corresponding
frequency’s amplitude increase. In that regard twelve tests are conducted under different operation conditions
(see Table 1). Six of these tests (tests 5 through 10) serve the purpose of analyzing the system’s instrumentation.
Table 2 describes the system state for each of these six tests. Since both modes 0 and 1 (tip and tilt) of WFS
data is analyzed, twelve PSD plots are obtained, six for each mode.

Primary Fans Primary Pumps Louver VisAO Fans Baysides
Test A Off Off Closed On On
Test B On Off Closed On On
Test C On On Closed On On
Test D On On Open On On
Test E Off Off Closed Off On
Test F Off Off Closed On Off

Table 2: System element’s status during each test. Colors corresponds to curves in Figure 4.
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Tests A through F are plotted bottom to top respectively, with colors corresponding to Table 2. Tests B
through F are displaced in powers of 10 along the vertical axis for comparison purposes. In Figure 4, resonance
peaks across every test’s PSD can be observed. These are not originated only by instrumentation elements, but
by different factors, like the telescope’s inherent resonances (peaks at ∼ 20 Hz) and elements subject to the
electrical grid’s frequency (at ∼ 60 Hz, and also including ∼ 30 Hz and ∼ 120 Hz peaks).
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Figure 4: Vibration PSDs measured in 1 kHz closed-loop on-sky, for Modes 0 and 1 of WFS data and for Tests
A through F (Table 2).

Given that the Power spectral densities (PSDs) of recorded data are obtained, influences of the system’s
elements on sensors’ frequency response can be identified. Using Test A’s Y Power as example, it is possible to
obtain a root-integrated-power value of 10.68 [mas] for a vicinity of 20 Hz, and a value of 5.23 [mas] for vicinities
of 30, 60 and 120 Hz. These inherent resonances are significant in relation to the total root-integrated-power
value of 20.98 [mas] RMS for this test. For more details and further frequency-based analysis of characteristics
vibration of the MAgAO system instrumentation (such as fans, pumps and louvers), the reader is referred to
Javier Garcés et al.5

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

Frequency-based analysis of MagAO tip-tilt on-sky data was performed. Power spectral densities (PSDs) plot
was presented to reveal instrumentation-induced resonances on MagAO sensors. Through comparison between
different weather condition data, it was possible to evidence inherent vibration of the telescope.

In the future, with the strong performance capabilities of the MagAO system, the resonance frequencies
that may be considered to have a low impact on the sensors’ response could have a greater impact for the next
generation challenges of the system such detection of exoplanets close to bright stars or extremely faint ones. In
that regard, real time PSDs estimation is suggested. The main goal of these approach is turn on and off different
elements of the system and visualize in real time the effect on the PSDs plot. As it was observed, over a range
of seeing and wind velocities, resonances are incredible stable. This result suggest that the mitigation of these
vibrations components should be achieved with advanced controllers and system identification techniques, such
as LQG, H∞ or model predictive control (MPC).
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